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The Fastest Way to Cool Down a Drink 

EEI 2.3 

Abstract  

This experiment studied the effectiveness of five different methods of cooling a cup of 
water. The time taken for each method to cool 100 g of water from 23°C to 10°C was 
measured, with the temperature of the water being recorded at regular time intervals so a 
graph of temperature against time could be produced. The cooling devices tested were: a 
fridge, a freezer, ice cubes, an ice bath, and an ice bath with salt added. The saline ice bath 
was found to be the most rapid method of cooling the water, taking only 8 minutes. The ice 
bath and freezer were moderately effective; however the fridge and ice cubes were 
considerably slower. Because the saline ice bath used both conduction and convection to 
transfer heat, it was concluded that heat transfer using both these processes was faster 
than heat transfer using convection or conduction alone. Furthermore, it was also 
concluded that when all other variables are kept constant, the rate of heat transfer is 
proportional to the temperature gradient.  

 

Introduction  

There are numerous situations where the knowledge of heat transfer and cooling rates may 
be of use, including cooling drinks, cooling metal after it has been welded, and cooling 
liquids to below their freezing point for further applications. In many of these instances, 
cooling the object rapidly is the main priority.  

As the temperature of a material is a measure of the average kinetic energy of its particles 
(Madden et. al 2007), cooling a substance entails removing energy from it. The amount of 
heat energy involved can be calculated using the quantity of heat formula (equation 1):  

Q = mCΔT  (1) 

The formula states that the quantity of heat is dependent upon the mass of the substance, 
its specific heat capacity and the change in temperature. All these factors will be kept 
constant for the water being cooled throughout the experiment, which means the quantity 
of heat should remain the same.  

The average rate of heat transfer (i.e. the rate of cooling) is measured in J s-1 (Madden et. al 
2007), so it can be defined as the quantity of heat transferred divided by the time taken 
(see equation 2).  

Rate of heat transfer (Φ) = Q/t  (2) 

As the quantity of heat transferred will be constant for all test conditions, the rate of heat 
transfer will be proportional to the amount of time that the cooling device takes to cool the 
water down to 10°C.  

There are 4 main processes through which heat transfer occurs: conduction, convection, 
radiation and evaporation (Science Buddies Staff 2015). Each process will transfer heat from 
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the cup at a different rate, so the rate of cooling will depend, to some degree, on the 
method of heat transfer that the cooling device uses.  

Conduction is the transfer of heat through a material without any movement of the 
material, e.g. through contact between two materials (Madden et. al 2007). Consequently, 
heat will be transferred by conduction when the cup is in contact with a cold object. For the 
fridge and freezer, contact with the rack will constitute a minor component of the heat 
transferred. Conversely, when the cup is packed in ice, conduction will be the main method 
of heat transferral. In both the ice baths, all the cooling will be done by conduction, 
however convection ensures that the process is much faster than conduction alone.  

In contrast to conduction, convection occurs when heat is transferred by the movement of 
the material itself, e.g. by water or air currents (Madden et. al 2007). Most of the heat 
transfer in the fridge and freezer will occur from gaseous convection, by the cold air 
particles (Science Buddies Staff 2015). Similarly, some heat will be transferred by liquid 
convection in the ice baths. When heat is transferred from the cup to the water, the warm 
water becomes less dense and rises, bringing cooler water into contact with cup. 
Nevertheless, heat is ultimately transferred by conduction, when the particles are in 
contact with the cup (Kurtus 2014). Heat transfer via convection should be minimal for the 
cup packed in ice, as the ice is solid and does not move.  

Thermal radiation is heat transferred by means of electromagnetic waves, e.g. heat 
travelling from the sun to the earth. The thermal radiation emitted by a body depends on 
its colour, temperature and radiating surface area (Madden et. al 2007), as is shown by the 
Stefan-Boltzmann equation:  

I = eAT4   (3) 

where I = emissive power of the body (W), e = emissivity coefficient for the body,  = Stefan constant 
(5.67*10

-8
 W m

-2
 K

-4
), A = radiating surface area (m

2
), T = absolute temperature of the body (K) 

The cup being used is light coloured, has a relatively small surface area and its temperature 
is not a great deal higher than the temperature of the cooling device, so the amount of heat 
lost by radiation should not be a significant amount. Moreover, the amount of heat lost by 
radiation should be reasonably constant for all the cooling devices, so can be ignored 
without biasing the results.  

Heat will also be lost through evaporation, which is an endothermic process, i.e. it lowers 
the temperature of the remaining water (Wikipedia 2015a). Evaporation also reduces the 
mass of the water to be cooled. However, the amount of cooling done by evaporation 
should be minimal, and should be fairly constant for all test conditions.  

In summary, the test conditions and their respective methods of heat transfer are:  

 Fridge – gaseous convection  

 Freezer – gaseous convection (colder temperature) 

 Packed in ice – conduction  

 Ice bath – conduction, with liquid convection increasing the rate of heat transfer  

 Ice bath with salt – conduction, with liquid convection increasing the rate of heat 
transfer (colder temperature)  

All methods lose some heat by radiation and evaporation.  
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Aim  

To determine the fastest method of cooling a cup of water, and to relate this to the 
method(s) of heat transfer that the cooling device used.  

 

Hypothesis  

It was hypothesised that the water in the saline ice bath would cool first, followed by the 
ice bath, then the ice cubes, the freezer and lastly the fridge.  

Gases are much less dense than liquids, which means that fewer cold particles will contact 
the cup per unit of time in the fridge or freezer, compared to the ice baths, i.e. there will be 
fewer molecular interactions (Science Buddies Staff 2015). This should mean that cooling by 
convection should occur faster in the ice baths than in the fridge or freezer.  

Moreover, it was predicted that the cooling rates for the cup packed in ice would be faster 
than in the fridge or freezer, due to the low density of the gases involved in convection. It 
was also predicted that the ice would have a slower rate of cooling than the ice baths, as 
heat will be transferred by both convection and conduction in the latter method, but only 
by conduction in the former.  

Furthermore, it has been found that adding salt to ice water makes the water colder 
(Senese 2010). This means that the saline ice bath should be considerably colder than the 
plain ice bath, so should be the fastest method of cooling.  

 

Materials  

Fridge, freezer, small hard esky, small 200 mL plastic cup, plastic container to hold water 
and ice cubes (sized to fit the esky; approximately 12 cm wide and 17 cm long), digital 
scales (accurate to 0.1 g or greater), temperature probe with logging feature, computer, 
table salt, several dozen regular sized ice cubes, tap water.  

 

Risk Assessment 

The temperature probe posed a minor risk, as it ran on 5V DC. To minimise this risk, the 
probe was enclosed in an electrically insulated coating and not touched unless necessary.  

 

 

Procedure  

1. The cooling devices were prepared a short while before they were to be used (see 
appendix 1 for details).  
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2. 100.0 g of tap water was weighed out into the plastic cup. The amount of water in 
the cup was kept constant for all the trials.  

3. The temperature probe was used to record the temperature of the cooling device.  
4. The initial temperature of the water in the cup was kept constant for all trials by 

using the fridge or freezer to cool the water to 23°C ± 0.5°C.  
5. The cup of water was placed in the cooling device and the temperature probe was 

positioned at the bottom of the cup. The cup was placed in the centre of the fridge 
or freezer rack, packed into the ice or submerged in the ice bath where applicable.  

6. The temperature probe recorded the temperature of the water every 0.1 minutes (6 
seconds) and logged it to the computer.  

7. The period of time taken for the water to reach 10°C was recorded.  
8. Steps 2 to 7 were repeated 3 times for each cooling device tested. This replication 

increased the reliability of the results obtained.  
 

Results and Observations   

See appendix 2 for a summary of the data collected.  

Table 1 – Time taken and the rate of heat transfer  

 Fridge Freezer Packed in ice Ice bath (ice 
and water) 

Ice bath 
with salt 

Average temperature 
of the cooling device 

3.4C -16.0C -1.6C 3.9C 1.2C 

Average time taken to 
reach 10°C  

68.3 mins 14.5 mins 28.3 mins 11.8 mins 7.9 mins 

Average rate of heat 
transfer (see 
Appendix 3 for 
calculations) 

1.3 J s-1 6.2 J s-1 3.2 J s-1 7.7 J s-1 11.5 J s-1 
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Discussion  

There were obvious differences in the cooling times of different devices (see graph 1). The 
water in the saline ice bath cooled the fastest, taking an average of 8 minutes to reach 
10°C. The next fastest method was the ice bath (12 minutes), then the freezer (15 minutes). 
The water packed in ice took 28 minutes to reach 10°C, and the fridge took substantially 
longer - over 68 minutes.  

From graph 2, it can be seen that the saline ice bath had a considerably faster average rate 
of heat transfer than the other methods. The ice bath and freezer had somewhat lower 
rates of heat transfer, and the ice cubes and fridge transferred heat the slowest. These 
results are inversely proportional to the time taken to cool the water to 10°C.  

Graph 3 shows the temperature of the water in the cup graphed against time for each 
cooling device, averaged for the 3 trials. There are some anomalies, notably the peak in 
temperature at 24 minutes for the cup packed in ice. This was caused by opening the 
cooling device to check on the experiment.  

From the graph it can be seen that the rate of cooling in the fridge and freezer follows an 
almost straight line, whereas the cooling rates in the ice bath and saline ice bath follow an 
asymptotic curve. This curve is probably due to the rate of heat transfer slowing as the 
temperature of the water in the cup approaches the temperature of the cooling device. The 
ice bath with salt added shows the most rapid initial drop in temperature – an average rate 
of 21.4 J s-1 during the first 3 minutes (see appendix 4). This consolidates the conclusion 
that it is the most effective method of cooling the water.  

 

The rate of heat transfer in the freezer was much higher compared to the fridge than 
predicted. As the cooling in both the fridge and freezer occurred primarily by gaseous 
convection, with only a little by conduction, the variation in cooling rates can be attributed 
to the temperature difference of the two devices (-16°C for the freezer, and about 6°C for 
the fridge).  
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The formula for the rate of heat transfer by convection is:  

Q = hA(Tobject – Tsurroundings)  (4)  

The surface area of the cup (A) and heat transfer coefficient (h) should be the same - or 
very similar - for the fridge and freezer, thus the rate of heat transfer will be proportional to 
the temperature gradient.  

Q ∝ (Tobject – Tsurroundings)  (5)  

A small amount of heat may have been lost through thermal conduction; however the 
temperature was the only major difference in conditions between the fridge and freezer. 
Therefore, the difference in the rate of thermal conduction would also be proportional to 
the temperature gradient.  

As there was a much higher temperature gradient in the freezer than in the fridge, the rate 
of heat transfer - by both convection and conduction - could be expected to be faster in the 
freezer. The results confirm this conjecture, with the rate of heat transfer over 4 times 
faster in the freezer than in the fridge.  

 

The ice cubes did not cool the water as fast as had been predicted. Conduction was almost 
the sole method of heat transfer in this situation, with minimal heat transfer occurring via 
convection. The rate of thermal conduction is given by the formula:  

I = kA(ΔT/Δx)   (6) 

where I = thermal current, k = thermal conductivity of material, A = cross sectional area, T 

= temperature difference, x = distance through which heat moves  

The reason that the ice had a slower rate of heat transfer than predicted is most likely due 
to the size and shape of the ice cubes, which meant that only some of the ice cubes were in 
contact with the cup. This affected the rate of cooling considerably, because air’s thermal 
conductivity is much lower than that of ice.  

Assuming the same cross sectional area, temperature difference and distance, the rate of 
heat transfer is proportional to the thermal conductivity of the material.  

I = ∝ ΔT   (7) 
when k, A and Δx are constant 

Air’s extremely low thermal conductivity means that it is an excellent insulator, to the 
extent that heat transfer is approximately 25 times slower in places with an air space 
between the ice and the cup, compared to where the ice is in direct contact with the cup 
(see appendix 5 for calculations).  

 

The ice baths were much more effective at cooling the cup of water than the other 
methods. This can primarily be attributed to the heat transfer methods used. Both the ice 
baths transferred heat primarily by liquid convection, but also by some conduction. Liquid 
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convection was predicted to be much faster at transferring heat than gaseous conduction, 
due to the liquid’s higher density and therefore increased number of molecular interactions 
with the surface of the cup. This explains why the ice baths cooled the water faster than the 

freezer, even though the temperature of the freezer was 17C to 20°C colder.  

The ice baths were also much faster than the ice cubes. The temperature of the ice cubes 
was somewhat lower than in the ice baths, however water has a slightly higher thermal 

conductivity than ice (0.609 W m-1 C-1, compared to 0.592 W m-1 C-1) (Madden et. al 
2007). Taking both these factors into account, the rate of conduction would be 26% faster 
packed in ice than in the plain ice bath (see appendix 5 part B). However, this estimate does 
not allow for the air pockets between the ice cubes and the cup, which would in reality slow 
the rate of heat transfer significantly. Moreover, the liquid convection occurring in the ice 
baths significantly increases their net rate of cooling.  

The ice and salt bath showed a noticeable increase in its heat transfer rate compared to the 
plain ice bath. As both baths were identical in all respects except the added salt, the 
difference in cooling rates is almost certainly due to the temperature variation between the 
baths.  

This temperature difference is due to the added salt. When salt comes into contact with ice, 
it lowers the freezing point of water, causing the ice to melt (Senese 2010). As the ice melts, 
it absorbs a certain amount of heat from its surroundings in order to change states, making 
the water colder. The latent heat of fusion (amount of heat required to change states) can 
be calculated by the formula:  

Q = mLf  (8)  

Assuming all 300 g of ice in the saline ice bath melted, approximately 100 kJ of ambient 
heat would be absorbed (see appendix 6). However, only a small amount of salt was added 
in the experiment, so only some of the ice cubes melted, and therefore the amount of heat 
absorbed would have been considerably less. Notwithstanding, the temperature of the 
water in the saline ice bath would be expected to be somewhat less than the temperature 
of the plain ice bath. This supposition was confirmed by temperature measurements of the 
cooling devices (table 1). The saline ice bath had a lower temperature, which gave it an 
increased temperature gradient, and therefore the rate of heat transfer by convection and 
conduction was increased (see equations 5 and 6).  

 

Recommendations  

There were several sources of error in the experiment, including:  

 Opening the cooling device to check on the temperature probe.  

 The calibration of the temperature probe, which was not a commercial product.  

 The difference in starting temperature of the water in the cup, as well as the 
temperature of the water used to make the ice baths.  

To reduce errors in future experiments, several elements of the procedure should be 
changed. To increase the accuracy of the results obtained, a calibrated temperature probe 
should be used. The cooling device should be left closed at all times when in use. In 
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addition, the water used in the cup should be exactly the same temperature for each trial. 
This could be done by using a water supply with a controlled, constant temperature, or by 
cooling the water to the exact temperature (± 0.1°C) in the fridge. The water used to make 
the ice baths should also be the same temperature for all trials. If cold water was used to 
make the ice baths instead of tap water, the temperature of the baths would be reduced 
significantly, reducing their cooling times proportionally.  

Wikipedia (2015b) states that the weight to weight ratio of salt to ice influences the 
temperature of the resultant water, and suggests that -20°C can be achieved with a 1 to 3 
ratio of salt to ice. Taking this information into account, future experiments should use 
considerably more salt than was used in this experiment, perhaps between 50 and 100 g (2 
to 4 tablespoons) of salt. This would further decrease the temperature of the saline ice 
bath, and therefore increase the rate of cooling.  

One area which could be investigated further is how the final temperature of a salt/ice 
mixture varies with the ratio of salt to ice.  

 

Conclusion  

Out of the five cooling methods tested, the fastest way to cool a cup of water was to 
immerse it in an ice and salt bath. The results indicated that a combination of liquid 
convection and conduction (the ice baths) resulted in a faster transfer of heat than gaseous 
convection (the fridge and freezer) or conduction alone (the ice cubes).  

The results also indicated that when all other variables are kept constant, the rate of 
cooling is proportional to the temperature gradient between the colder and warmer 
objects. The salt in the ice and salt bath made it colder than the plain ice bath, and its 
cooling rate was increased as a result.  
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Appendices  

Appendix 1 

The cooling devices were prepared before use in the following manner:  

 The fridge and freezer did not require any preparation; the cup of water was simply 
placed in the centre of the rack, where it was not in contact with any other items.  

 For the water packed in ice, 300 g of ice cubes were placed into the plastic 
container, which was in turn placed in the esky.  

 The plain ice bath was prepared by weighing out 300 g of ice cubes, placing them 
into the plastic container, then adding 300 g of tap water (the temperature of which 
ranged from between 23°C and 30°C during the experiment). It was then stirred and 
left for 3 to 5 minutes to allow the temperature to settle.   

 The saline ice bath was prepared by making an ice bath with 300 g of ice and 300 g 
of tap water, as above, then adding 1 teaspoon of table salt. It was then stirred and 
left for 3 to 5 minutes to allow the temperature to settle.   

 

Appendix 2 - Raw Data  

Graph 4 - Temperature against time for all trials  

 

Graph 4 shows the individual temperature-time graphs for each trial of each method of 
cooling. The small spikes in temperature are most likely due to the inaccuracy of the 
temperature probe; however some may be due to opening the cooling device while it was 
cooling.  
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Time to 
reach 10°C 

Fridge Freezer Packed in ice Ice bath (ice 
and water) 

Ice bath with salt 

Trial 1 60 mins 10.8 mins 25.7 mins 10.6 mins 5.1 mins 

Trial 2 81.6 mins 12.2 mins 30.1 mins 11.2 mins 7.4 mins 

Trial 3 63.2 mins 20.4 mins 29.2 mins 13.5 mins 11.1 mins 

Average 68.3 mins 14.5 mins 28.3 mins 11.8 mins 7.9 mins 

 

 

Appendix 3 – Quantity of Heat and Rate of Heat Transfer Calculations  

The mass, starting temperature and finishing temperature of the water in the cup was kept 
constant throughout the experiment, thus the quantity of heat transferred was constant for 
all trials.  

q = mCΔT                            m = 100.0 g,          C = 4.18 J g-1 °C-1,             ΔT = 10 – 23°C = -13°C 
q = 100.0 g * 4.18 J g-1 °C-1 * (10 – 23)°C  
q = -5434 J  

The amount of heat transferred was 5434 Joules, transferred away from the cup, to its 
surroundings.  

The average rate of heat transfer was calculated by dividing the amount of heat transferred 
(q=mCΔT) by the time taken.  

Example Calculation - Rate of Heat Transfer 

Rate of heat transfer (Φ) = Q/t                     Q = 5434 J,             t = 68.3 mins = 4098 secs 
Φ = 5434 J/4098 s  
Φ = 1.33 J s-1 (or 1.33 W)  

The rate of heat transfer in this example is 1.3 J s-1 (joules per second).  

 

Appendix 4 – Initial Rate of Cooling in Saline Ice Bath 

The average temperature of the water placed in the saline ice bath was 22.9°C at 0 
minutes, and the average temperature at 3 minutes was 13.7°C. The quantity of heat lost is 
given by the quantity of heat formula (q = mCΔT):  

q = mCΔT                      m = 100.0 g,          C = 4.18 J g-1 °C-1,          ΔT = 13.7 – 22.9°C = -9.2°C  
q = 100.0 g * 4.18 J g-1 °C-1 * (13.7 – 22.9)°C  
q = -3846 J  

The quantity of heat lost from the cup in the first three minutes was 3846 J.  
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Φ = Q/t   Q = 3846 J,  t = 3 mins = 180 secs 
Φ = 3846 J/180 s  
Φ = 21.4 J s-1 (or 21.4 W)  

The rate of heat transfer from the cup to the saline ice bath was an average of 21.4 J s-1 
during the first 3 minutes.  

 

Appendix 5 - Thermal Conduction Rate Calculations 

The formula for thermal conduction is:  

I = kA(ΔT/Δx)  

Assuming a constant cross sectional area, temperature difference and distance, the thermal 
current will be proportional to the thermal conductivity of the material.  

I ∝ k                             where A, ΔT and Δx are constant 

The thermal conductivity of air (at 0C) is 0.024 W m-1 C-1 (The Engineering ToolBox 

2015a); whereas the thermal conductivity of ice is 0.592 W m-1 C-1 (Madden et. al 2007).  

The difference in the rate of thermal conduction between air and ice will be equal to the 
proportion of their thermal conductivities.  

Difference in thermal conduction rates = kice / kair  

          = 0.592 W m-1 C-1 / 0.024 W m-1 C-1  
          = 24.7  

Heat will be transferred by conduction approximately 25 times faster in places where ice is 
in contact with the cup, compared to the places where there is air between the ice and the 
cup.  

 

Part B - Comparing the rate of heat transfer between ice and the ice bath  

For the ice:  

I = kA(ΔT/Δx)   k = 0.592 W m-1 C-1,   ΔT = 24.6C,  
I = 14.6*A/Δx  

For the plain ice bath:  

I = kA(ΔT/Δx)   k = 0.609 W m-1 C-1,   ΔT = 19.1C,  
I = 11.6*A/Δx  

Comparative rate of heat transfer = (14.6*A/Δx - 11.6*A/Δx) / (11.6*A/Δx) * 100  
             = 25.9% 

For the saline ice bath:  
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I = kA(ΔT/Δx)   k = 0.609 W m-1 C-1,   ΔT = 21.8C,  
I = 13.3*A/Δx  

Comparative rate of heat transfer = (14.6*A/Δx - 13.3*A/Δx) / (13.3*A/Δx) * 100  
                = 9.8% 

The ice cubes should transfer heat by conduction 26% faster than the plain ice bath, but 
only 10% faster than the saline ice bath.  

 

Appendix 6 - Latent Heat of Fusion Calculations  

For the 300 g of ice in the salt bath:   

Q = mLf    m = 300 g,   Lf = 334 J g-1  
Q = 300 g * 334 J g-1  
Q = 100.2 kJ  

The heat absorbed by melting 300 g of ice is approximately 100 kJ, which would reduce the 
temperature of the surrounding water significantly.  

However, only a minimal amount of salt was added, so only some of the ice would have 
melted. Assuming only 50 g of ice melted:  

Q = mLf   m = 50 g,  Lf = 334 J g-1  
Q = 50 g * 334 J g-1  
Q = 16.7 kJ  

About 17 kJ of heat is absorbed by 50 g of ice melting. This will decrease the temperature of 
the water it was in.  

Q = mCT  

T = Q/mC                        Q = -16700 J,                    m = 300 g,              C = 4.18 J g-1 C-1,  

T = -16700 J / 300 g * 4.18 J g-1 C-1 

T = -13.3C  

Assuming 50 g of the ice melted, the temperature of the tap water that the ice was sitting 

in would be reduced by about 13C. The temperature of the surrounding water would also 
be decreased due to heat absorbed by the ice as it heats up from its original temperature of 
approximately -20°C to 0°C, when it begins to melt.  

 

 

 

  


